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Chapter 1 : The Bunnies' Get Well Soup : Joan Elizabeth Goodman :
The bunnies have the sniffles and Mama bunny wants to make them soup to help them get well. All the animals in the
forest end up joining in to get rid of their own sniffles, contributing a little of this and a handful of that until Mama Bunny's
soup is a delicious kettle of get-well stuff.

Participants are able to complete surveys about their library. For our part, Youth Services put together four
activities that day. And of course, one was storytime. Because it was on a different day than my normal
storytime hour, I had a smaller crowd of seven kids and our theme was bunnies. I grew up loving these books
and still adore Rosemary Wells. This is a great one all about finding Easter eggs and getting candy and of
course, Max being mischievous. I love how Ruby bosses him around, and so do the kids. This was my one and
only Easter book, and I asked parents before hand if they minded an Easter book being shared. This is a great
book for rhymes. A great read-aloud book! Then, we tried our own hands at locating a bunny. She was hiding
under some Easter eggs. The kids got to practice naming colors, and since we were such a small crowd, I let
everyone come up and take their own guesses off the board. And I had the houses on stand-by for bunny to
hide under if needed. Since the kids were a little wiggly after moving around, we did a quick rhyme to sit them
back down: I actually bought this book to possibly make a flannelboard out of it. Well, time got away with me
and it was still in my storytime drawer so I brought it down to use as a puppet moreso. And since it was so
short, I read it twice! Then, I did a little rhyme with puppets: Hear its funny soundâ€¦ A frog is what I found!
SurLaLune Storytime The kids were spot on with their guesses, but they were still very excited when I pulled
out a puppet of the animal from behind my back. Another great guessing book, this time guessing what colors
and flowers Bunny sees in her garden. Which brought us to our fingerplay: This book was a fun deviation
from a lot of the normal bunny books. This one was about a little bunny who was stuck inside on a rainy day
and all the fun he came up with. My kids were very excited to see activities that they do blocks, coloring, etc.
He hopped by a tree. And he hopped by me. He stared at the tree. But he made faces at me! Texas State
Library That was a hysteric fingerplay. The kids could not stop laughing when we made funny faces. So, it
should come as no surprise that I love this newest one by him. All that was left was our craft, which I had
purchased from an Oriental Trading craft kit:
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Chapter 2 : SurLaLune Storytime: Soup's On!
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Preschool and up Synopsis: Bunny Rabbit is tattered and torn--but Micah loves Bunny Rabbit. When Mama
takes Micah to the toy store to buy a new bunny, he sees shelves full of new stuffed animals. None can
compare with Bunny Rabbit. Micah loves his rabbit above all others. Song There was a little bunny who lived
in the wood. Unhappy being a bunny, P. Funnybunny tries living with bears, birds, beavers, pigs, moose,
possums, and skunks. Toddler and up Synopsis: During a bedtime game, every time Little Nutbrown Hare
demonstrates how much he loves his father, Big Nutbrown Hare gently shows him that the love is returned
even more. His friends are bringing dogs and birds, and he is going to enter the cat who lives near by. The
contest is about to start. What can Archie do? After planting the garden he has dreamed of for years, Mr.
McGreely tries to find a way to keep some persistent bunnies from eating all his vegetables. Trixie, Daddy,
and Knuffle Bunny take a trip to the neighborhood Laundromat. But the exciting adventure takes a dramatic
turn when Trixie realizes somebunny was left behind. Good Night Moon Age Level: Classic story of bunny
and mother at bedtime. Something always seems to go wrong when Rabbit is around, but Mouse lets him play
with his toy plane anyway because he is his good friend. A little rabbit cannot fall asleep because he finds the
night dark and scary, but when he watches it with his grandfather he sees it full of stars and crickets and moon.
A young boy describes the things he would do if the rabbit in his drawing were real. Rabbit Surprise by Eric
L. Houck, Jr Age Level: Richard Fox must rely on a trick of his own when a magic hat left at his door
produces more and more rabbits. A counting rhyme with illustrations of rabbits in Native American costume,
depicting traditional customs such as rain dances, hunting, and smoke signals. Space race version of the
classic fable. Rabbit leaves her warm dark burrow and discovers that spring has come. Two rabbits made with
a pencil and scissors become real after eating a real carrot. He likes to nibble carrots, and he hops wherever he
goes. Here Is a Bunny Here is a bunny with ears so funny. And here is his hole in the ground. When a sharp
noise he hears, he pricks up his ears, And hops in a hole in the ground. Run Little Rabbit Run little rabbit,
climb up right here. The Cat and the Bunny Creeping, creeping, creeping.
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Chapter 3 : The bunnies' get well soup ( edition) | Open Library
Mother Rabbit wants to make Get Well Soup for her sick little bunnies, but everyone in the neighborhood is sick too and
wants to share. Free shipping over $ Buy a cheap copy of Bunnies Get Well Soup Storytime book by Joan Elizabeth
Goodman.

Library storytimes and programming for babies, toddlers, school-aged children and tweens! It is definitely the
season for colds and sniffles! We also talked about getting hurt and having boo-boos, which tied into the craft
with band-aids! One of the little girls had actually fallen on her way into the library and had a skinned-up
knee--thank goodness for extra band-aids! During a 30 minute storytime I devote 25 minutes to books, songs,
rhymes, fingerplays and flannel boards or interactive activities and the last 5 minutes is for the craft. My
typical storytime format is as follows: This is a wonderful rhyming tale of Bear getting sick and all of his
animal friends rallying to take care of him. We did the song several times through with the actions and it was a
big hit. This was a fun flannel board to do. I gathered up some animals I had made for previous flannel boards
and used them for a rhyme. I had the children guess which sound the animal was going to say when it sneezed
and then we all said it together very loudly. Bird REALLY gets upset about getting bonked on the head in the
story, and the children were very empathetic towards him while I was reading it! In the end, bird gets a kiss, a
hug, a band-aid, a cookie and some distractions and finally feels better. I love the big bright illustrations of the
animals and it is very fun to wail and moan quite a bit as Bird does in the book: This week I borrowed this
idea from Storytime Kate http: I used our large dog puppet named Butterscotch and told the children that
Butterscotch had some boo-boos today. I passed out the colorful band-aids I made plenty and let the children
choose their favorite color and then said, "Butterscotch has a boo-boo on his ear. The children had to glue the
handles to the inside of the bag, glue the red cross symbol to the outside of the bag, and then use glue or tape
to affix colorful band-aids, q-tips, a tongue depressor and a cotton ball inside the bag. The children loved this
craft Doc McStuffins has really gotten all the preschoolers interested in being a doctor lately! All in all, a great
success. Our storytime is done for today, goodbye! Our storytime is done but we had a lot of fun, well our
storytime is done for today, goodbye! It has been very well received by the attendees although of course a few
get left behind each week. I sure could use one right about now!
Chapter 4 : The Bunnies' Get Well Soup: Story and Pictures by Joan Elizabeth Goodman
Bunnies Get Well Soup Storytime by Joan Elizabeth Goodman, Golden Books starting at $ Bunnies Get Well Soup
Storytime has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Chapter 5 : the bunnies get well soup a golden storytime book ebooks preview
The Bunnies' Get Well Soup has 24 ratings and 3 reviews. Natalya said: This was (and still is) one of my favorite books
as a child. It's a great story ab.

Chapter 6 : Bunny Storytime! â€“ storytime katie
the bunnies get well soup a golden storytime book document. mediafocus: microsoft word lista de ganadores oratoria
doc: mozartsmistakearnoultcd doc.

Chapter 7 : Joan Elizabeth Goodman: used books, rare books and new books @ calendrierdelascience.com
Get this from a library! The bunnies' get well soup: story and pictures. [Joan E Goodman] -- Mother Rabbit wants to
make Get Well Soup for her sick little bunnies, but everyone in the neighborhood is sick too and wants to share.
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Chapter 8 : Recipe: The Bunnies' Get Well Soup
The Bunnies' Get-Well Soup Storytime See more like this. Get Well Coffee Mug Eat Veggie Soup White Yellow Chicken.
Pre-Owned. $ Top Rated Plus.

Chapter 9 : Sick/Get Well Storytime Ideas
Well, time got away with me and it was still in my storytime drawer so I brought it down to use as a puppet moreso. The
kids LOVED getting to pet bunny at the end of the book. And since it was so short, I read it twice!
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